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"When the day comes, I shall be the
last one standing..."
famouse line from Tony's head, by Tony.M







 I began to draw when I was 3 years old. 


According to my parents, I was a easy kid. All 


they have to do to keep me quiet is to give me a 


pen and some paper.


 I found my life direction as being an 


artist when I was in Grade 10. My teacher brings 


several art courses into my life. 


 Since then, I started to created different 


characters and sets from my imagination. 


Before I went to Emily Carr, I was invided to AI, 


the Vancouver Art Insititute for a visit. The man 


who was speaking to me and my parents really 


liked my works and wants me to apply for their 


school. The interesting part of our conversation 


is the story about how he get into the gaming 


industury. When he was a child, he loves to 


play video games. One day his mom was mad 


and told him "you will not made a living by 


playing video games. However, the passion 


within himself or in his word "the inner flame" 


has driven him into a single lane which only has 


an beginning and an end. After he graduated 


from high school, he somehow did something I 


don't remember. But the point is, he is making 


a living doing video games and his life is 


pretty good. I was laughing like hell because 


my mom used to say the same thing to me. I 


try to convince her but she never listens. That 


day, I believe when she heard it from someone 


else who is already successful, she was quite 


convinced. 


 But I didn't choose that school. I want 


Emily Carr. So I work and work, took a break, 


keep working and working, took one more 


break, and kept working, working, and a little 


bit more working, I got in. I am typing and 


typing only here to fill the spaces. If you read 


carefully, I'd be screwed. 


" No Name Machine"
-Art history 200,  2007


"Fasion wolf" 
Forgot when I drew this   2002 to 2007







 The tr ip was cer tainly 


fun but there were some really 


pa in fu l l  memor ies  as  we l l . 


Bugs, for instance, they were 


everywhere! The night is really 


dangerious. I have to tiden both 


end of my pants before going to 


bed, and the place, hot like hell. 


 This image was created in the year of 


2006. I went to Southern part of China with 


a class of student from Beijing Film School. 


The trip was really fun. We lived in a village 


for two weeks. The buildings there are the 


same style in that movie hiding tiger and 


dragon whatever. 


This is a sence of the village street. One 


river flows through the entire village. 


When I was working on this image, I felt it 


would be better if I add some elements of 


my own. As a result, I added more houses 


on the hill in the background. I liked it. Do 


you?







"HEY! TAKE A DETOUR! THE ROAD AHEAD IS 
CLOSED FOR SECURITY REASON!"  


I had a lot of fun when creating this image. The 


building on the far left is a Tea house. They make 


great Tea. But in my eyes, this is what I see. So, I 


was talking to myself while drawing..veli fun. 







 This is a view from the hill. I went to the top of the hill and start 


to draw there. Of course I added those future looking building, but they 


tend to blend very well together. Ok, my shoulder hurts now, I need to 


stretch. Seriously, are you actually reading this? I don't even know what I 


am typing. I remembe in order to get to the top of the hill, I need to cross 


two very tough points: one with a mean looking garding dog, and one with 


a scary looking tomb. I know, they have a tomb on the side of the road. I 


wonder what was like during the night. I "never" had the chance to find 


out. I've uploade this image to my Cheesebook. 


So far so good. Different for the others you have seen so far, 


this image is not based on a real site. I've oberved the elements 


of those building and start to create my own. This image was 


actually quite successful. The professor who went with us took it 


as demostration to others. When he was passing it around, all I 


was thinking was: please be careful, please be careful, that's my 


only copy, that's my only copy.                 







" A WONDERFUL NO NAME"
Greated in memory of  no one  


 Many people ask me where do I get all my inpirations from. Sometimes even I think 


about that question. The answer I have been giving out is: games and moives. That's the only 


one I can think of right now. I am sure there is something else. 


 I remember when I was in Beijing Film school, the students did a critic on my works. 


Most of them, they my draw has it's own style, mainly north American style. However, when 


I am here, many of my friend think my works have a very deep taste of Asian. So, here I 


am, hearing from both side, wondering, where I really am? I don't give a balala actually, my 


feeling guide me, or will guide me. Right now, I only think about three things: the paper I have 


to hand-in on Wednsday, the paintings I have to finish, and what for dinner tonight. 


 I am currently run out of all the cigs and the program is giving me hell. I can't hit my 


computer like I use to anymore, because I have to pay for myself to repair it.  Just received a 


message from Miss. Seebus, she said she is cold. Back to regular schedualed program. Anyway, 


I was saying what I was saying, and with the text on the right side of this page, it looks good. 


 What else can I write? Well, most of the time, I won't draw the pictures, pictures draw 


me. I don't really know how to explain it exactlly becuase I don't really know what I meant, 


but it is just a feeling. Creating art works is not about to achieve something SOMETIMES, it is 


about knowing who you are. So, who are you? If you are reading this, I'd like to say thank you 


for spending your time on this. 


 If the teacher is reading this, I suggest you don't read the text as text but black dots and 


compare them as a whole with this page. Other then that, everything is cool. right? you cool? 







"The Last Gurd of Temple BabalaMosa"
summer 2005







WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE? please vis i t  www.


thissitehaventbeenbuildyet.com for more information. other than 


that, i believe i just finshed my assigment. i am happy and sad 


at this moment. becuase with one being done, it means more to 


come. so i'll just go cry a little then keep fighting! yeah!
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“WELCOME TO MY WORLD OF FANTASY”    


About the Artist: 


        Born on the plannet 
Earth, raised by two exellent 
human beings. His goal is to 
find the lost 8 crystals and 
bring them back to the center 
of Earth to summon his old 
master, Mr. Balala. Besides 
that, he is currently studying. 
And lets put some random 
numbers here just to visu-
ally looks cool. 10-4, 15536. 







WANT MORE? CONTACT ME :
             LALAKILL85@HOTMAIL.COM


                      


BYE!





